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Resourced Schools

Resourced schools are sometimes used as a strategy for
extending inclusion. LEAs argue that it is not practical to
have every school opening its doors to children with every
kind of disability at least in the short to medium term.
Concentrating resources on some schools means that they
take more disabled children than would be expected on
the basis of their distribution in the general population.

The extra resources include staff such as classroom
assistants and building adaptations for access.

There is some debate about whether resourced schools are
the way forward. The argument against is that there are
dangers of resourced schools becoming mini-special
schools, of pressure to have special units which segregate
children within the resourced school and depriving non-
resourced schools of the opportunity to learn about
inclusion. Non-resourced schools may become even more
resistant to taking children with special needs.

A main goal in inclusion is for each child to have the
opportunity of attending the local school that they would
attend if they did not have a disability. Inevitably,
resourced schools take children from further afield which
means that they are not attending their local school with
other children from their neighbourhood. This is one of
the major criticisms of special schools.

One implication of the resourced schools strategy is that
resources may be interpreted as the major barrier to
inclusion which they are not. Fear and ignorance are the
major barriers. If they could be overcome there would be
a commitment to more focused use of resources which
would increase the extent of inclusion. This is not to say
that resources are not important. They obviously are and
need careful attention but they should not be seen as the
major difficulty in the way of greater inclusion.

Some schools going for resource status may be those
having difficulty with finances, or with pupil recruitment.
Resource school status might be seen as  a way of
attracting more pupils or more money. This alone may
not be be problematic, but if the school is seen to ‘fail’ at
a later stage, this could well be put down to the fact that it
had tried to include disabled children. This might then be
used as an excuse for not extending inclusion.

Resourcing some schools may seem like a way to get
started but has the danger of being seen as an end point
rather than a step along the way. ‘Better’ may become the
enemy of the best. If resourced schools become well
established, it may become difficult to move beyond them
to enable all schools to become inclusive.

The arguments in favour are that since not all schools can
be adapted in the short term and not all schools welcome
the increase in diversity yet, we need to focus attention on
schools that are welcoming and can be adapted easily and
quickly. This will at least give the mainstream system the
opportunity of learning about inclusion. The lessons
learned can then be generalised to a wider range of
schools over the medium term. This approach sees
resourcing some schools as a step along the road to
inclusion.

In view of the dangers it would be preferable to avoid the
resourced schools route to inclusion. If, despite the
dangers, resourced schools are to be part of any strategy
to extend inclusion, there need to be some safeguards.
The ratio of children with special needs to those not so
identified should be limited. For example, there should
not be more than one child with severe learning
difficulties per class in a primary school.

From the beginning, resourcing schools should not be
seen as an end in itself. Strategy should therefore include
from the start how to move on when they have served
their purpose. This would require a steering group at the
LEA charged with developing all mainstream schools to
become inclusive, with effective support systems and staff
development programmes, within an agreed period.

There should be no special units or classes in resourced
schools which can be used to segregate children.

A programme of staff exchanges between resourced and
non-resourced schools could be introduced to broaden the
experience of mainstream staff.

Schools might be resourced for different kinds of needs.
For example, a school that would be inordinately costly to
adapt for wheelchair use, might focus on children with
severe learning difficulties who don’t have mobility
limitations. In this way, it might be possible for every
school to be resourced but not for all kinds of needs. Each
school would then be playing its part in the move towards
inclusion.
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